
 

 

 

Peer Review File 

Manuscript Title: Nuclear spin-wave quantum register for a solid-state qubit 

Reviewer Comments & Author Rebuttals 

Reviewer Reports on the Initial Version: 

Referee #1 (Remarks to the Author): 

 

The authors present experimental evidence showing that an ensemble memory consisting of 4-

nuclear spins can be resolved spectrally from a nuclear spin-rich environment, selectively 

addressed, and used as a quantum resource. Specifically, the authors demonstrate that they can 

store the state of their optically active qubit onto this ensemble memory, and show Bell-state 

preparation and measurement, which are essential steps towards quantum teleportation/repeater 

protocols. 

In my opinion, this work is both highly novel and original: 

- As far as I am aware, it is the first demonstration of quantum storage onto a nuclear-spin 

ensemble. 

- It addresses the challenge of interfacing a “clock-state” qubit (found in RE ions, but also donors 

in silicon, QD molecules …) to its nuclear environment. 

- The experimental findings clearly demonstrate a milestone for single RE-ions as a platform for 

quantum technologies. 

and thus, fully warrants publication in Nature. 

Overall, the data is of high quality, and is well presented. The main manuscript presents a clear 

narrative (despite the complexity of the system) and the additional figures, methods and 

supplementary are thorough, instructive and presents a more complete picture for the interested 

reader. This work is extremely solid, and clearly reproducible (c.f. Extended Data Fig.10). The 

references are appropriate. 

I would like to point out several things that should be addressed before publication to improve 

clarity of the manuscript: 

1. Some experimental parameters in Fig. 2 are lacking: B_RF and M for the ZenPol spectra shown 

in Fig. 2b; B_RF for Fig. 2.c main panel and d. Also, typical Rabi frequencies (or Pi-pulse length) 

for the Yb-ion should be given somewhere (as they are relevant for Pulsepol/Zenpol 

implementations) 

2. Beginning of page 3, the authors say “spin-preserving exchange dynamics”. I do understand 

why the author say that, but I worry that in the current system, the term “spin-preserving” might 

be confusing to the reader (the exchange dynamics with these quadrupolar-split spin-levels 

technically involve both flip-flip and flip-flop in two unconnected electron-nuclear subspaces) … 

maybe “effective-spin exchange dynamics” is better? 

3. There is a beat note in the exchange dynamics (Fig2c), is that due to the ~1kHz nuclear 

Zeeman between the +5/2 <-> +7/2 and -5/2 <-> -7/2 transitions? There should be a short 

comment in the main. 

4. The authors say: “the \omega_a transition is not directly addressed by the ZenPol due to 

spectral overlap with other resonances”. Could the authors comment further? Did they probe 

\omega_a (k=3) resonance? Is there a resonance at all? Have they tried polarising even if it is not 

resolved from the \omega_a (k=3) of the bath? 

5. Beginning of P5, the authors say “varying B_RF” allows “fidelity optimisation of the swap gate”. 

Extended Data Fig.6 shows that the fidelity is good in the range [0.8; 2] Gauss but could they 

explain what will limit gate fidelity at low and high RF field? (in the supplementary if too technical) 

6. Giving the value of B_OH, z for the Yb qubit would be of interest. 

7. I did find the derivation of the full Hamiltonian (S13) a bit lengthy…. A shortened version, 

which: 

a. highlights that the electron operator S_z is |0><1|+ |0><1|, 

b. thus the non-diagonal term “B_z+A_zI_z+A_xI_x” in the 1, 0 basis becomes an energy shift ~ 



 

 

 

(B_z+A_zI_z+A_xI_x)^2/(2A_Yb) in the 1tilde, 0tilde basis 

c. Taylor-expands to yield Eqn (1) 

Would not take much space in the methods and would clarify this unusual hyperfine interaction 

term for the general audience. 

8. In a similar request to improve clarity, a summary table of the parameters used in the modeling 

would be really helpful. 

 

At last comments out of curiosity (!) 

A- Have the authors estimated/tested experimentally the robustness of this storage with respect to 

optical excitation of the Yb ion? 

B- Have the authors attempted to polarise the closest two Vanadium nuclei via double resonance? 

C- Do the authors think there is a dephasing-induced broadening of the nuclear transitions as you 

decrease I_z^2?... I can’t quite tell from the data if the \omega_b (k=3) is simply broadened by 

the higher strength of the resonance compared with \omega_c (k=5) or if it is broadened further? 

 

 

Referee #2 (Remarks to the Author): 

 

This manuscript reports nuclear spin manipulation through a single optically addressable electron 

spin in 171Yb:YVO4. Among the reported results I would highlight the achievement of spin-wave 

storage in a discrete nuclear spin ensemble (register), composed of four undistinguishable 51V 

nuclear spins, through a single localized 171Yb electron spin, and the design of a robust quantum 

protocol based on dynamically engineered spin exchange, adapted to ZEFOZ transitions. With this 

protocol, the authors achieve nuclear spin polarization, transfer of superposition states from the 

electron spin qubit to the nuclear spins, and create maximally entangled Bell states. 

 

While the research quality and originality of the results are out of question, I am a bit concerned 

about some limiting intrinsic features of the 171Yb-51V qubit-register system for practical uses. 

First, I wonder how the authors envision scalability in their approach. In contrast to defects in 

diamond, where a single qubit can control multiple nuclear spins, there is a single 51V register per 

qubit ion and qubits are quite far from each other as controlled by a micron-size resonator. 

Secondly, the memory time for the nuclear spin register is found shorter than the Yb qubit 

coherence time. From the discussion, it seems that this storage time is fundamentally limited by 

dephasing from the host lattice which raises the question of the interest of even using the nuclear 

register for storage purposes in this particular material. Thirdly, the authors put forward the 

deterministic character of the 171Yb-51V system as every qubit-register pair is identical in the 

crystal. I totally agree that this is an important advantage of rare-earth platforms with respect to, 

e. g., color centers. However, this is is not a unique feature of rich nuclear spin systems but 

general to any rare-earth doped material, including those with lower nuclear spin density such as 

Y2SiO5. Indeed, in the later, control of several distinct Y nuclear spins by the same RE spin is 

possible as those can be spectrally distinguished within the frozen core (ref 9). 

 

In conclusion, the present manuscript reports excellent research yielding important results for the 

scientific community. I believe this work could be suitable for publication after reconsidering some 

of the claims, such as “demonstration of a long-lived quantum memory” and the position and 

perspectives of this particular material system with respect to other platforms. 

 

 

 

Referee #3 (Remarks to the Author): 

 

The manuscript by Ruskuc et al report realization of the spin based quantum register based on 

single Yb ion coupled to several nuclear spins. Authors explore new regime where small ensemble 

of indistinguishable nuclear spins is used to generate collective spin state. The work is interesting 

in context of application of Yb quantum register as element of quantum simulator and elements of 



 

 

 

quantum network. 

The manuscript is well written, I recommend it for publication after addressing following points. 

1. Authors divide nuclear spins into frozen core and the bath. Can part of the spins assigned to the 

bath be still addressed using other pulse sequences, (e.g. is this register limited to four nuclear 

spins or can be scaled up)? 

2. Authors describe nuclear spin preparation as polarization transfer from Yb using pulsed 

polarization transfer sequence. It is not clear how the purity of state preparation of nuclear spins is 

characterized. There can be dark states not coupled to Yb that would lead to limited initialization of 

the register (like singlet states in case of two spin ½). 

3. On page 3 authors state that PulsePol sequence is not suitable for experiments presented in the 

man manuscript owing to poor performance in the presence of random noise. This statement 

needs to be explained in more details. As far as I see Pulsepol will be robust against low frequency 

noise component exactly as presented ZenPol sequence. 

Author Rebuttals to Initial Comments: 

We thank all three reviewers and the editor for carefully evaluating our manuscript. In the following, 

we provide detailed answers to their comments (point by point) and the corresponding manuscript 

changes. This has helped us further strengthen the manuscript, we appreciate the referees’ thoughtful 

input. 

 

Reviewer 1 Comments: The authors present experimental evidence showing that an ensemble 

memory consisting of 4-nuclear spins can be resolved spectrally from a nuclear spin-rich environment, 

selectively addressed, and used as a quantum resource. Specifically, the authors demonstrate that they 

can store the state of their optically active qubit onto this ensemble memory, and show Bell-state 

preparation and measurement, which are essential steps towards quantum teleportation/repeater 

protocols.  

 

In my opinion, this work is both highly novel and original:  

- As far as I am aware, it is the first demonstration of quantum storage onto a nuclear-spin 

ensemble. 

- It addresses the challenge of interfacing a “clock-state” qubit (found in RE ions, but also 

donors in silicon, QD molecules …) to its nuclear environment. 

- The experimental findings clearly demonstrate a milestone for single RE-ions as a platform 

for quantum technologies.  

and thus, fully warrants publication in Nature.  

 

Overall, the data is of high quality, and is well presented. The main manuscript presents a clear 

narrative (despite the complexity of the system) and the additional figures, methods and 

supplementary are thorough, instructive and presents a more complete picture for the interested 

reader. This work is extremely solid, and clearly reproducible (c.f. Extended Data Fig.10). The references 



 

 

 

are appropriate. I would like to point out several things that should be addressed before publication to 

improve clarity of the manuscript: 

 

Response: We thank Reviewer 1 for carefully articulating the novelty our work in the context of the 

state of the art in the field. In the following, we provide our detailed answers to the referee’s 

comments and hope that they address all concerns and suggestions.   

 

1. Some experimental parameters in Fig. 2 are lacking: B_RF and M for the ZenPol spectra shown in 

Fig. 2b; B_RF for Fig. 2.c main panel and d. Also, typical Rabi frequencies (or Pi-pulse length) for the 

Yb-ion should be given somewhere (as they are relevant for Pulsepol/Zenpol implementations) 

 

Response: The reviewer is correct that more detailed information should be included.  We have now 

added values for BRF and M in the caption for Fig. 2 (BRF = 0.6 G and M = 30 for 2b and BRF = 1.6 G for 

Fig. 2c and 2d). We have also added the Yb qubit Rabi frequency (2π x 10 MHz) to our 

physical/experimental parameters table (Supplementary Information Section II). 

 

2. Beginning of page 3, the authors say “spin-preserving exchange dynamics”. I do understand why the 

author say that, but I worry that in the current system, the term “spin-preserving” might be confusing 

to the reader (the exchange dynamics with these quadrupolar-split spin-levels technically involve both 

flip-flip and flip-flop in two unconnected electron-nuclear subspaces) … maybe “effective-spin 

exchange dynamics” is better? 

 

Response: We agree with the reviewer and have made the suggested modification. 

 

3. There is a beat note in the exchange dynamics (Fig. 2c), is that due to the ~1kHz nuclear Zeeman 

between the +5/2 <-> +7/2 and -5/2 <-> -7/2 transitions? There should be a short comment in the main. 

 

Response: This beating feature is due to a small residual population (incomplete polarisation) in the 

5/2 level at the start of the protocol which we estimate to be ~12%. This is clearly reproduced in 

simulations. We have added a sentence explaining this in Figure 2 caption: 

 

“Oscillation envelope beating arises from a residual |±5/2⟩ initial population” 

 



 

 

 

4. The authors say: “the \omega_a transition is not directly addressed by the ZenPol due to spectral 

overlap with other resonances”. Could the authors comment further? Did they probe \omega_a (k=3) 

resonance? Is there a resonance at all? Have they tried polarising even if it is not resolved from the 

\omega_a (k=3) of the bath? 

 

Response: The ωa register resonance overlaps with the ωb and ωc register resonances and thus cannot 

be probed independently using ZenPol. This is a consequence of the quadratic nature of the 

quadrupole Hamiltonian. Instead, we were able to independently address the ωa transition using the 

direct driving protocol as discussed in Supplementary Information Section VII, however this didn’t lead 

to an improvement in the |0v⟩ state preparation fidelity. To clarify this point, we have added the 

following sentence to Supplementary Information Section VII: 

 

“Note that we don’t use the ZenPol sequence to directly polarise the ωa transition due to 

spectral overlap with ωb and ωc (Fig. 2b), i.e. an attempt to use ZenPol on ωa would lead to 

unintentional population redistribution on ωb and ωc.” 

 

5. Beginning of P5, the authors say “varying B_RF” allows “fidelity optimisation of the swap gate”. 

Extended Data Fig.6 shows that the fidelity is good in the range [0.8; 2] Gauss but could they explain 

what will limit gate fidelity at low and high RF field? (in the supplementary if too technical) 

 

Response: We have added the following paragraph to Supplementary Information Section IV to 

provide further detail regarding fidelity optimisation by varying B_RF: 

 

“We operate with a value of BRF = 1.6 G for swap gates in this work. This value is chosen from 

the range explored in Fig. 2c (inset) by optimising the resulting swap gate fidelity. For larger 

values of BRF, the spin exchange oscillation contrast reduces, likely due to heating caused by 

the RF field; for smaller values of BRF, the contrast reduces due to dephasing.” 

 

6. Giving the value of B_OH, z for the Yb qubit would be of interest. 

 

Response: We have added the value of Bz
OH to our physical/experimental parameters table 

(Supplementary Information Section II). Specifically, Bz
OH is a stochastic field with a mean value of 0 G 

and a standard deviation of 1.9 G. 

 



 

 

 

7. I did find the derivation of the full Hamiltonian (S13) a bit lengthy…. A shortened version, which: 

a. highlights that the electron operator S_z is |0><1|+ |0><1|,  

b. thus the non-diagonal term “B_z+A_zI_z+A_xI_x” in the 1, 0 basis becomes an energy shift 

~ (B_z+A_zI_z+A_xI_x)^2/(2A_Yb) in the 1tilde, 0tilde basis 

c. Taylor-expands to yield Eqn (1) 

Would not take much space in the methods and would clarify this unusual hyperfine interaction term 

for the general audience.  

 

Response: We thank the reviewer for the suggestion, however, due to space limitations in the 

Methods section we have decided to keep the Hamiltonian derivation in the Supplementary 

Information. 

 

8. In a similar request to improve clarity, a summary table of the parameters used in the modeling 

would be really helpful. 

 

Response: As the referee suggested, we have added a summary table of physical/experimental 

parameters to the Supplementary Information: Section II. 

 

At last comments out of curiosity (!) 

A- Have the authors estimated/tested experimentally the robustness of this storage with respect to 

optical excitation of the Yb ion? 

 

Response: We have simulated the robustness of the Ramsey coherence to optical excitation during 

Yb state readout. We did this for the bare Ramsey coherence time (no motional narrowing) leading to 

a slight increase in V T2
* memory time from 58 s to 66 s, this is due to the lower Yb excited state g-

factor. We also simulated the change in Ramsey coherence time when performing motional narrowing 

(decoupling from Yb knight field) which led to a small decrease in V T2
* memory time: from 225 s to 

202 s. We leave an experimental demonstration of this memory time robustness for future work. 

 

B- Have the authors attempted to polarise the closest two Vanadium nuclei via double resonance? 

 



 

 

 

Response: Assuming the reviewer means cross relaxation between the register and nearby vanadium 

ions: we attempted to polarise the register followed by a wait time to enable polarisation transfer to 

the closest two vanadium ions. However, we observed no significant effect on the Yb Ramsey 

coherence time, indicating that the polarisation of these ions was unaffected. We expect this is due 

to the nearest two vanadium ions being detuned from the register. 

 

C- Do the authors think there is a dephasing-induced broadening of the nuclear transitions as you 

decrease I_z^2?... I can’t quite tell from the data if the \omega_b (k=3) is simply broadened by the 

higher strength of the resonance compared with \omega_c (k=5) or if it is broadened further? 

 

Response: The register transitions have similar linewidths: 5.4 kHz for ωb and 5.2 kHz for ωc, which are 

extracted from the insets of Fig. 2b (note that the RF-induced resonance linewidths in units of inverse 

sequence period, 1/2are rescaled by a factor of k). The extracted linewidths match well with 

simulations where the dominant contribution is given by the Fourier-limited linewidths of the M=30 

ZenPol filter function resonances. We would expect the memory storage time of the ωb transition to 

be similar to that of ωc due to an equal susceptibility to magnetic fields (ΔmI = 1 for both transitions). 

We leave an experimental exploration of this for future work.  

  



 

 

 

Reviewer 2 Comments: This manuscript reports nuclear spin manipulation through a single optically 

addressable electron spin in 171Yb:YVO4. Among the reported results I would highlight the 

achievement of spin-wave storage in a discrete nuclear spin ensemble (register), composed of four 

undistinguishable 51V nuclear spins, through a single localized 171Yb electron spin, and the design of 

a robust quantum protocol based on dynamically engineered spin exchange, adapted to ZEFOZ 

transitions. With this protocol, the authors achieve nuclear spin polarization, transfer of superposition 

states from the electron spin qubit to the nuclear spins, and create maximally entangled Bell states. 

 

While the research quality and originality of the results are out of question, I am a bit concerned about 

some limiting intrinsic features of the 171Yb-51V qubit-register system for practical uses. 

 

Response: We thank Reviewer 2 for a careful reading of our manuscript and for his/her positive 

evaluation. In the following, we provide our detailed answers to the referee’s comments and hope 

that they address all concerns and suggestions.   

 

First, I wonder how the authors envision scalability in their approach. In contrast to defects in diamond, 

where a single qubit can control multiple nuclear spins, there is a single 51V register per qubit ion and 

qubits are quite far from each other as controlled by a micron-size resonator. 

 

Response: The large Hilbert space of the multi-level, four-spin nuclear register will enable additional 

qubits of storage, using higher order excitations (beyond the singly excited W state). If further storage 

is required we could also use the more distant, detuned, bath spins. We have added the following 

sentence to the conclusion: 

 

“Additional quantum information storage could be achieved using higher-order excitations of 

the multispin 51V register Hilbert space or by utilising more distant bath ions.” 

 

Secondly, the memory time for the nuclear spin register is found shorter than the Yb qubit coherence 

time. From the discussion, it seems that this storage time is fundamentally limited by dephasing from 

the host lattice which raises the question of the interest of even using the nuclear register for storage 

purposes in this particular material. 

 

Response: The register coherence time of 760 s demonstrated in Fig. 3c is limited by the number of 

vanadium π pulses that dynamically decouple the fluctuating Overhauser field generated by the lattice 

nuclear spins. We envisage extending this coherence time using dynamical decoupling with a larger 

number of vanadium π pulses; this will be enabled using an external RF coil to allow faster nuclear 



 

 

 

spin driving without heating the device. For comparison, the coherence time of the 171Yb qubit is also 

limited by the fluctuating Overhauser field: the 80 μs two π pulse coherence time is dramatically 

extended to 16 ms using an XY-8 dynamical decoupling sequence (Extended Data Fig. 2). We leave an 

experimental demonstration of this for future work. 

 

Thirdly, the authors put forward the deterministic character of the 171Yb-51V system as every qubit-

register pair is identical in the crystal. I totally agree that this is an important advantage of rare-earth 

platforms with respect to, e. g., color centers. However, this is not a unique feature of rich nuclear spin 

systems but general to any rare-earth doped material, including those with lower nuclear spin density 

such as Y2SiO5. Indeed, in the later, control of several distinct Y nuclear spins by the same RE spin is 

possible as those can be spectrally distinguished within the frozen core (ref 9).  

 

Response: The protocols developed here can be applied to a broad class of nuclear spin-rich hosts and 

indeed many rare earth systems do fall into this category. We note that our protocol doesn’t require 

a fully concentrated nuclear spin sample (i.e. coupling homogeneity is not required  as discussed in 

Supplementary Information Section IV). We also note that our protocol is robust to inhomogeneous 

broadening of the nuclear spin ensemble conditioned on the inhomogeneous spectral linewidth being 

smaller than the interaction strength. As such, it provides a general tool to perform information 

storage/retrieval in cases where nuclear spins aren’t spectrally resolvable. We note that while there 

have been previous demonstrations of rare-earth ions coupling to single nuclear spins (e.g. references 

9, 23), this is the first demonstration of a nuclear-spin based quantum memory register for a rare-

earth ion qubit.  

 

In conclusion, the present manuscript reports excellent research yielding important results for the 

scientific community. I believe this work could be suitable for publication after reconsidering some of 

the claims, such as “demonstration of a long-lived quantum memory” and the position and 

perspectives of this particular material system with respect to other platforms. 

 

Response: We thank the referee again for the positive evaluation of our work. As the referee 

suggested, we have rephrased our commentary on the quantum memory in both introduction and 

conclusion: 

 

“Via a dynamically-engineered spin exchange interaction, we polarise this nuclear spin 

ensemble, generate collective spin excitations, and subsequently use them to implement a 

long-lived quantum memory.” 

 

“We use these nuclear spins to realise an ensemble-based quantum memory. exhibiting long 

coherence times” 



 

 

 

 

We have also clarified, in the conclusion, that the protocols we develop here are applicable to 

platforms with spectrally indistinguishable nuclear spins 

 

“Furthermore, realising coherent quantum systems using dense, spectrally-indistinguishable 

lattice nuclear spins will open the door to exploration of new materials for quantum 

information applications” 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Reviewer 3 Comments: The manuscript by Ruskuc et al report realization of the spin based quantum 

register based on single Yb ion coupled to several nuclear spins. Authors explore new regime where 

small ensemble of indistinguishable nuclear spins is used to generate collective spin state. The work is 

interesting in context of application of Yb quantum register as element of quantum simulator and 

elements of quantum network. The manuscript is well written, I recommend it for publication after 

addressing following points. 

 

Response: We thank Reviewer 3 for a careful reading of our manuscript and for his/her positive 

evaluation. In the following, we provide our detailed answers to the referee’s comments and hope 

that they address all concerns and suggestions.   

 

1. Authors divide nuclear spins into frozen core and the bath. Can part of the spins assigned to the bath 

be still addressed using other pulse sequences, (e.g. is this register limited to four nuclear spins or can 

be scaled up)? 

 

Response: We aim to use the bath spins to realise an additional register in future work by addressing 

the ZenPol resonance at 1028 kHz corresponding to the spectrally separated transition frequency of 

the bath. The two main differences are as follows: 

 

1. The bath spins aren’t equidistant from the Yb and have different coupling strength; however, 
our quantum information storage protocol is robust to coupling inhomogeneity and should 
also work in this regime, as detailed in Supplementary Information Section IV. 

2. The bath spin relaxation rate will likely be faster due to resonant spin diffusion with 
neighbouring vanadium spins. Thus, we will need to ensure bath polarisation by optimising 
the rate of our ZenPol-based polarisation scheme.  

 

To address the referee’s point, we have added the following sentence to our conclusion which 

mentions the possibility of utilizing the distant bath spins for quantum information storage: 

 

“Additional quantum information storage could be achieved using higher-order excitations of 

the multispin  51V register Hilbert space or by utilising more distant bath ions.” 

 

2. Authors describe nuclear spin preparation as polarization transfer from Yb using pulsed polarization 

transfer sequence. It is not clear how the purity of state preparation of nuclear spins is characterized. 

There can be dark states not coupled to Yb that would lead to limited initialization of the register (like 

singlet states in case of two spin ½).  

 



 

 

 

Response: In Supplementary Information Section VII (Polarisation of Multi-level Register Nuclear 

Spins) we have added the following paragraph to justify the lack of shelving into dark states during the 

polarisation sequence: 

 

“We also note that pumping into dark states (such as the other single-spin excitation states, 

{|αv⟩, |βv⟩, |γv⟩} identified in Supplementary Information Section XI) is unlikely to be a limiting 

factor in the polarisation fidelity. This is because our density matrix coherences decay on a 

considerably shorter timescale (T2
* = 58 µs) than the wait time between ZenPol polarising 

cycles (170 µs). This leads to a sufficiently long time for population to be redistributed 

between dark states and bright, polarisable states during the polarisation sequence.” 

 

In Supplementary Information Section V (Simulation) we have added the following, which explains our 

assumption of a purely mixed state in the V register population basis after polarisation: 

 

“We note that our assumption of a mixed 51V register initial state is justified by the relatively 

short density matrix coherence decay time (T2∗ = 58 µs). In experimental sequences we wait 

for 1.7 ms after 51V register polarisation which ensures this condition is met.” 

 

3. On page 3 authors state that PulsePol sequence is not suitable for experiments presented in the 

manuscript owing to poor performance in the presence of random noise. This statement needs to be 

explained in more details. As far as I see Pulsepol will be robust against low frequency noise component 

exactly as presented ZenPol sequence. 

 

Response: We agree with the reviewer that our initial explanation was too vague. We meant to 

indicate that PulsePol requires states with a constant/intrinsic magnetic dipole moment, whereas the 
171Yb qubit states have a random, stochastic dipole moment induced by the Overhauser field. We have 

made the following modification: 

 

“We note that established methods used to generate such interactions, e.g. Hartmann Hahn 

[34] and PulsePol [35], do not suit our requirements as they require states with a constant, 

non-zero magnetic moment” 

 


